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Abstract:

This report is about the management of agriculture in Brazil, the
natural resources of Brail, and the people who live in rural Brail. It
surveys and analyses the policies that the government has adopted touard this
interactive complex. And it suggests modifications in those policies that
would better achieve the three goals that the government wishes to achieve
with its policies. These goals are:

* vigorous growth in agrnculture

* reduction in rural poverty

* sustainable use of natural resources

Brazil has undertaken major institutional and economic reforms
over the last few yeaws. Many in agriculture and natural resource
management. But the process is incomplete and the hard-won gains are in
danger of reversal if reforms are not completed. Further, a number of
policies put in place in the past have outlived their usefulness or are having
unintended side effects that are costly to agricultural growth and rural
development. In other cases the type of intervention seems inappropriate.

This report documents a large number of interventions used by
the government to manage agriculture, rural development and natural
resource use. It comments on the appropriateness of each and, where
appropriate, suggests alternatives. The broad view taken by the report allows
it to identify outcomes that cut across the different goals of policy so that
interactions between policies and concerns that are systemic can be identfied.

Important findings are that agriculture is now not paying its share
of income tax; that public expenditures in the sector need redirecting to
satisfy the criteria of public goods, market failure and environmental
protection; that there is an emphasis on rules and regulations to control
private activity and an absence of incentives to accomplish the same; that
many regulations unintentionaly produce biases against the use of labor on
farms and encourage large-scale, capital-intensive farming; and that greater
emphasis needs to be given to conservation and forestry concerns including
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PREWACE

This report covers a bad and complex set of topics ranging from commercia
rclture and nasal resource manaupment to socl issues i the rur sector. It was

undertake by a laWe tam of Bank staff and Brazilian experts.

Becau of the breadth and dtil of the report, its presntation has prvided a
challenge. How can such a wealth of maera be made accesble to the dive.se audiences
intested in at least pat of it, without loosing detail and economic rigor? How "n

r sn -n be made in a summary form that will be acessible to poHcymalr without
apering suerfial nd unrsed? Mis chalenge has been met by presenfing the
matea in the foms, viz:

e A tabulation of the issues and reommendations follows immediately. This
information will be useul to the reader who wishes anly a highly
abbreiated overview of the findings of the report

* A summary report (Volume 1) then follows. Tis volume povides br;d
explanations of fte issues and brief reasoning for the recommendaons.
The issues and recommendations for each topic are tabulated at the end of
each chapter. Virtaly all the refereces to litature and cros-refces
to Volume II are suppressed. Volume I is intended as a somewhat detad
summary, but not as a substitute for Volume II.

* Volume H parallels Volume I in topic content but provides full
argumen taion, tables and figures, and references to the :.erature. Readers
of Volume I wishing further detail or justfication wiU turn to the mi
secin of Volume I.

The report is the resut of a close collaboration between Bank staff and Bzlian
eapts. Not only did Bzilian collaboratos provide background papers but a panel of
expra was constiutd to advise and guide the work as it progresed. Three worksops
wee beld with the panel: in September 1992, to identify the key issues to be studied; in
November 199, to rview the premiary findings; and in June 1993, to revie the
penultate report The menmip of the Advisory Panel is provided in Annex B. Four
disseminatio/discssion workshops were also held in addition to the formal discson of the
report with the Goveanment in October 1993. These worlshops were: Envi=nental
Polcy, in Sao Paulo in June 1994; Sugar and Ehanol Policy in Sao Paulo in June 1994;
Commeral Aricur Policy in Basilia in conjunction with the SOBER meetings in July
1994; and Rural Development and Poverty in Fortaleza in August 1994.
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INTRODUCTON

L This report is about agriculture in Brazil, the ntural reou of
Brazil, and the people who ive in rural Brazil. I surveys and alyse th
poicies that the Government has adopted towards this intecdve complex.
And it sugges modificadions in those policies that would bettr acwhieve t
goals that the Government wishes to achieve.

ii. Ba has abundant and diverse naural resources. Almost the
enie spectrum of ecosystm is rpresmd-from tropcal ainforb in the
North, the semi-arid regons in the Center, to temperate areas in the South.
Half of the Amazon rainforest, and tie extensive wedands of tfie Pantnal le
witi Bazil. In recent years, these (and other natr resource) have come
under increased prsure from users. Management of these fragile resource,
the implications of agriculturi policy on their use, and the welfare of people
lving there, is a concern of the govenment.

iMi. Agriculture is equally diverse, ranging from tropical timber and
foods to mpeat crops and livestock, and is an important part of the
economy accounting for 10 percent of GDP, 40 percent of export rcipts,
and 25 percent of employment. Brazil has a long hstory of intervention in
agriculture. Outputs were taxed (explicidy and imp!icitly) and inputs were
protected by import substtution. Large credit subsidies were used to offset
these disincentives. Rapid agricutural grwth, however, has neither reduced
rural poverty nor stimulated employment. Rather, agricultural policy
intertions, od.er policy distordont, and poor allocation of public
expenditures have aggravated both.

iv. Initial policy changes were made in the late 1980s and the pace
of refom incased under the Collor government. These included a mor
competitve exchae ; liberalization of agriculal exports and imports;
limination of many intventions in agricultur marketing; promotion of

risk management and finance for marketing; rrivatization of storage facilities;
and reduction in bsidized agricultural credit, with higher real intere ates
on remaining credit.

v. Concern with the environment and natural resource me
meantime, moved from rhetoric to action. In October 1988, the ne nationd
constution included an advanced chapter on the environment and the
govenment initiated an emergency program (Nossa Natureza) to protect the
Amazon as wel as other endangered eoosystems. A few months later, the
Nationa Institute for the Environment (IBAMA) was crated to help
coordnate environmental protection. In Rondonia and MatD Grosso, agro-
cological zoning was introduced to control inastructure development and to

demarcate conservation aeas. In addition, fiscal incentives for migration and
agricultrl expans into undeveloped areas were reduced and rmainin
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vi. -The pace of reform in agriculture and natua resource
management in Brazil has quickened in recent years. But much more
remains to be done. Indeed, rfoms undertaken so far are in danger of
reversal if left incomplete. Brazi needs to create a policy environment to
allow vigorous growth of agriculue, while at the same time preserving the
environment and reducing rura poverty. For forests to be used in a
sustainable manner, policies must be modified and self-enforcement
strengthened. To increase rural employment and reduce ral pvrty,
remaning anti-employment biases must be eliminated and policies and
programs must be closely rgeted to grass-roots, self-help delivery. While
macroeconomic sity is a prerequisite for improved perfomace in
agriculture, natual resource management and rural development, Brazil must
consider its strategic opdons now, in anticipation of macoeconomic reform,
to be able to respond in a timely manner. The main purpose of this report,
therefore, is to advise the government on how to complete the policy reforms
needed for increasing growth in agriculture, changing its pattn to be more
neutral in labor intensity and poverty reduction, and increang the
sustinability of natnal resource use.

Audience

vii. The primary audience are policymakers in the Ministry of
Finance and the Mistry of Plang, insofar as the recommendadons will
deal with incentive regimes (trade, price, tax, rural finance) and the
allocations of rural public expenditures. At the sectoral level, the audiences
are the mnities of Agriculte and of the Environment. State governors
should be interested in the sections on natura resource management and rural
povety reducdon. This work, too, should be a vehicle for dialogue and
consensus-building among a broad spectrum of Brazilians interested in the
future of agriculture, natural resources and runr development in Brazil.

viii. Tlis project was underkn in a way that is not typical for
World Bank sector work. It was conceived as a broad sectoral synthesis built
on earlier studies and a public finance review of agdculure and natr
resources, that would be capable of identifying prblems and issues common
to many parts of the agriculture and narl resource complex. A panel of
Braiian exprts advied Bank staff and consultants at sever stages of the
project.

ix. Tlis volume is a summary. Only a brief explanation of the
issues are presented foUowed by the specific recommdions, in tabular
form. A policy balance sheet is presented as an appendix. Volume fl
closely parels this volume in topic content, but provides more deailed
economic analysis and argument. This report sts by briefly discussng
meconomic stability and its effects on agricule and natural resources.
The following secdons cover the need to complete the cunrent reforms and
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prke policy; sugar/ethanol policy; public revenue and expenditwe in
agriculture and natural resowurce management; rural finaw targeted to the
runal poor, and resch and extension. ne final sections are on natural
resource management and covers broad topics-the market for land; forests
and forestry management; and fte sustainability of soils, water and
agrochemicals.



1. MACROECONOMIC FACTORS AFFCTING
AGRICULTURE

AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

1.1 Macroeconomic instability in Brazil has a pervasive, deep and
lasting effect on, among other tings, agricultual development, protetod of
natd resources, and development in poor rura areas. Economic growth
fell from 9.0 percent annually in the 1970s to 2.7 percent in the 1980s, so
tat morethan a decade has passed without much improveent in the per
capita standard of living. Poor economic policies distortd incentives.
Investment and savings fell. Capital from abroad dried up Infladon
accelerted until consumer prices were increasing at 30 percent a month.
Between 1986 and 1992, there were five attempts at adjustnent. AU filed.'

1.2 Current stabiliztion efforts are having only limited suoess.
Iflation continues at around 25 percent a month and output : his been
nearly zero, with most major sectors hi decline. Government austerity
tarets (that is expendiure cuts in the face of falling revenues) have been
difficult to achiv due to political uncertainty. High intest rates because
of a tight monetay policy and the fiscal deficit, have crwded out private
investment.

1.3 Failure to stabilIze has led to distortions in rtiave prices and
Income distribution, misallocation of private resources, a drastic redution In
federal resourc, and an undermining of the contract mechanism, the basis
ffor private sector investnent. Agriculture, rural development and the
agement of natural resouraes have all suffered.

1.4 In agriculture and agro-processing, investment has come to a
virtual halt. Farmes and agro-pocessors are essentially nmining thdr stock
of capital. 1hi is true not only for durable investments (such as tratos and
farm machinery where sales have plummetd), but also for annual inputs
(such as fertilizer and agrochemicals). With unpredictable inflation, the ban
on indexon (monetary correcdon) has -disouraged fmers and gro-
pressr fom forward slling, made it difficult for input sppliers to
prvide credit to farmers, and undermined the nascent private storage
industy,

1.5 Austeity has also cut back programs for rural development-
primy education, targeted health interventions, rural.roads and water
supply, small farmer extension, and enforcement of farm safety regution.

' Delt adlyusr of th a omic situan in Dzil nao gi in Muj.
1g3c SJtbiz alhiWwithzMOWaon S Raopot No. 8371-BR, Th Worl
Bank, 1991, and Brzi: AMag A _t.m Rx pmt No. 113144R, Ibc
World Bank. 1992.
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AU have long term effects on productivity and welfare of the rur workforc
and on rural to urban migration.

1.6 The lack of fiancial resources has severely limited the ability of
Bazil to preserve (ven thtned) ecosystems, to buy land for
conseaton, to enforce foesy and environmental regultaions, and to
design and implement beter polices. Brazil cannot even use availaF
multilateral funding for conservation because the staff of the implemaiung
agency is so depleted. The capacity of many government agencies has
declined.
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2. TRADE REFORM AND THE PRICE REGIME2

2.1 Bral initiated bold tade reforms in early 1990. What were
those trade policy changes and bow does the present regime aftect tade and
domestic prices in agricultural products?3

2.2 Direct agricultual price intervention has been a longstanding
feature of agricuitural policy. With the cut in credit subsidies in the mid-
1980s, the Minimum Price Program (MPP) became a major form of
government intervention in agcultural marketing. Though the government
storag loan (EGF) and the government stock purchase program (AGF) at a
guaranteed pnce, the govenment became a major player in the marketing of
key agricultural commodities. Recently several adjustments have been
introduced in these programs to reduce government expenditures. Because of
the financial crisis in the government accounts, the avalability of funds for.
the MPP program has fallen since 1988 and the government has been unable
to meet its commitments under this program.

2.3 A comprehensive assessment of the effectiveness of the MPP is
not available. But the MPP is likely to have inhibited the development of
private market instruments for the major products. The AGP has inhibited
the development of private storage operations and the EGP has inhibited the
development of private financial services for commodity tansactions.

2.4 The present circumstances-the trade reform, the de facto
reduction in MPP operations, Brazil's aeements on policy harmonization
under the MERCOSUL Treaty-offer a good op,-rtunity to reassess what the
role of the government should be in agricultura- -upply management. Most
of the MPP could be phased out. But there is a clear need to define
permanent rules for the role (if any) of the government in storage operations
and a clear vision as to what the ground rules will be for private sector
operations in domestic agricultural markets.

Imports

2.5 The main reform in the past two years was a move away from
quantitative restrictions (QRs) towards tariffs. Tariff reductions began in
1988 but it was not until 1990 that the open trade strategy became effective.
In 1990, QRs were removed. A year later, there began across-the-board

2 See Cbapter 2 of Volume Ul for fill details.

3 Man sources a.: EdiCos Aduh ra, Tadfa Aduanem do Brauit - TAB; Normas
Administivas na Importcao, Portara Deox #8,13.05.91, And idemn da
Exporto; World Bank, zW: Trade Setor Policies Daft Aug. 92 (by C. Silva,
LAlCO); Personal Communicas (Kuime, Canrao. Veils Peair, Loe,
others).
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tariff reducdons and elimination of prohibited imports. The program ends in
mid-1993, when there will be nine categories of tariffs, with a modal tariff of
20 percent, an average tariff of 14.2 percent, and a maximum tariff of 35
percent. This schedule represents a big reduction in the level and dispersion
of tariff protection (the pre-reform modal tariff was 40 percent) and should
substatially reduce anti-export bias.

2.6 There has also been further agricultural trade liberalization of
fam products. State trade monopolies have been eliminated. So, too, have
price controls on many agricultural products. In 1991, the govemment
dismantled the wheat monopoly and eliminated the coffee and sugar
monopolies. There is, however, still a special tariff on imports of fertilizers,
pesticides and their raw materals; agricultural machinery is excessively
protected; and the government's role in importing and storing strtegic stockcs
is still excessive.

2.7 Anti-dumping and countervailing duty reguations are becoming
more important, as the tariff rates decline and QRs are removed. Since
1987, Brazil had followed GATr rules and regulations on countervailing
duty, although (partly because of high tariffs and QRs in the past) they were
rarely used before the trade liberalization of 1990. GATr rules require
proof of subsidy and of injury, which takes time. In 1991, Brazil introduced
new legislation on countervailing duty (to reduce the time taken to resolve a
dumping case) and additional legislation affecting agricultural products4.
Once a case has been proven, any imports at prices below the mean average
domestic price (wholesale) in the past five years will be taxed.' GATr is
reviewing Brazil's proposal.

2.8 Given the move to tariffs (and their reduction), anti-
dumping/safeguard rules are likely to become a new trade barrier. They
apply to all importables. A technical assessment of the current system in
Brzil is suggested, so that its provisions are consistent with GATr and
similar to those in other countries.

Exports

2.9 Brazil has come a long way on export liberalization. It has
eliminated export taxes, as well as quotas and licenses, on most agricutural
exports. There seem to be no export subsidies for agricultural products in
Brail. There are, however, indirect export subsidies through drawbacks and
free trade zones (Manaus and Export Processing Zones) but which generally
do not apply to agricultural commodities. Low quality coffee is subject to
export restrictions. So, too, are raw tobacco and raw cashew nuts, although

4 Curntly it tak about 45 days for the invcstigatioad up to 20 days em to
implement the anti-nping duty.

! _ ____I... .. --..... 2- . .L. &LW OMT T ^ .,t. _ _nw,mnae a*
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these ar. being liberalized. Export financing programs are ' -.o being
withdrawn.

2.10 There are several indirect taxes on agricultural expots, including
ICMS (a sort of state VAT). Farmers claim they can not obtain tax
drawbacks if they export because they do n3t have legal accounting
systems.6 And even if they did, taxes paid on inputs at harvest time would
be reimbursed after harvest with no monetary conrection. Further,
drawbacks deal with duties in the last stages of production, while the ICMS
(paid on both domestic and foreign sales) can not be drawn back on epos
of raw (agricultural) products. Thus, raw agricultural exports receive
discriminatory treatment. And, although ICMS on agricultural exports
averaged 12 percent, the net figure could be as high as 25-30 percent due to
the cascading effect of taxes on inputs. The drawback system needs to be
made uniform so that the discriminatory treatment of raw exports is
removed.7

Exchange Rate Policies

2.11 Brazil has a dual exchange rate system. One is the commercial
rate for all trade, direct investment and capital flows; and the other is a
(legal) parallel market tourist rate. In March 1990, the new government
ended foreign exchange allocation and began gradual liberalization of the
capital account.

2.12 Brazil's policy is to maintain a stable real exchange rate. The
reduction in trade barriers on imports will help raise the real exchange rate,
and improve the competitiveness of agriculture. The commercial exchange
rte floats at roughly the market-determined tourist rate with intervention in
the commercial market maintaining a target spread between the two rates.
Between 1988 and 1991, the real exchange rate appreciated against the dollar
by around 17% but remained stable in 1992.

Need for Related Reforms

2.13 Port users fees in Brazil are high. But a bigger burden may be
the monopoly of the domestic merchant marine and restictions on the use of
foreign ships. This implicit trade tax raises costs significantly for
agricultural exports.

6 Most producers of export crops ae incorpora as companies. herefo tbis is
not a stmng armt

7 As will be seen laer, the agutusal sector pays very little tax in totalThus the
issue of importac is simply tMe discrimitoy tax on raw product eXPOt
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3. SUGAR/ETHANOL POLICY8

3.1 Brazil uses only a third of its cane for sugar production; the rest
is used to produce ethnol, an automotive fuel. It is the world's most
fficient (low cost) producer of sugarcane. It is also the largest-a massive

230 million tomnes of sugarcane per year. And Brazil's comparative
advantage extends into sugar production, where it is the most efficient
produc. It is not clear, however, that it has such an advantage in etaol
producdon.

3.2 Although impressive teclhically, ethanol production today costs
more thin 140 percent of the world price of gasoline. Even so, ethanol may
be worth more in alternative uses. Only Brazil's policy arrangements force
etandol to be used as a gasoline substitute. In fact, it may have a greater
comparaive advantage if ethanol were used as an octane enhancer, and/or as
a clean fl.

3.3 The world sugar and ethanol markets are distorted, which limits
Brzil's ability to exploit its comparative advantage. Import restrictions by
developed countries reduce opportunities in both markets. Even so, there i8
much Brazil can do to make the most of those opportunities that exist.

3.4 Resource allocation in Brazil's sugarcane, sugar and ethanol
ndustries reflects much intervention in those industries' markets. Through

the PROALCOOL program, the government sought to reduce Brazil's
reliance on imported fuel by promoting ethanol through subsidies to ethanol
producers, car manufcurers and consumers alilk. Commercial decisions
about resource allocation (based on incentives and competition), have been
swapped for a few (non-commercial) decisions made centrally by officials far
removed from the opportunities of the market. Such decision maldng is
unsuited to rapidly changing, uncertain and increasingly compedtive
international markets.

3.5 The reasoning behind the PROALCOOL program was that oil
prices would remain at record highs, that Brazil's economy was vulnerable to
sortgs of automotive fuels, and that sugar prices would remain low. Not
so. Oil prices have plummeted, Brazl has discovered big oil reserves (and
establshed high levels of domestic fuel security), and sugar prices are
looldng atractive. Moreover, world demand for ethanol as environmentally
fdiendly fuel is on the rise. Brazil has failed to take advantage of this new
evironment.

s meowC 3 of Volume n for fill details.
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3.6 Let's look at the value of ethanol relative to the cost of the
gasoline it displaces. The imported price of refined ol is $25-29 a barre.
Ethanol, adjusted for its lesser efficiency, is around $40 a barrel, making it
about 40 percent more costly than gasoline. Thus, the net contribution of
etaol to the Brazilian economy is highly negative.

3.7 Ethanol has other qualities which make its potetiat econonic
value greamer than as a fuel substitute, including a torque advantage, which
may compensate for its lesser efficiency and could mean that a smaler
ethanol engine could replace a gasoline engine. There is also an
exhaust emission advantage-that is-less carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons,
nitrogen oxides and no lead emissions. Moreover, unlike fossil fuels which
pump carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, ethanol only cyles it. Anhydrous
ethanol can also be used as an octane enhancer and contains about twice as
much oxygen by weight as other competing oxygenates such as ether and
MBTE.

3.8 So, what are the results of Brzil's sugar/ethanol policy?
Quantitative controls on exports mean producers Jo not have incentives to
develop ethanol export markets. Creative marketing by competing pnvate
firms is stifled because domestic distribution and marketing is controlled by a
state monopoly. And supplies for exports are unreliable, due to the quota
system and the need to first satisfy domestic demand. Indeed, Brazi will
have little idea of the value of its ethanol until it uses international markets to
test its worth.

3.9 Despite Brazil's efficient production of sugarcane and sugar,
cost-of-production pricing for ethanol and sugar insulates producers from
competitive forces which would compel them to seek even lower costs.
Moreover, quotas on production and restrictions on building new facilities
reduce incentives for new entrants for takeovers and for adopting
international best practice. On top of that, Brazil has invested many
resources in developing ethanol engine technology for a small domestic
market (rather than borrowing technology) which has added to the costs of its
car industry.

Getting Policy Right

3.10 The objectives of government should be clear-to maximize the
income from production and sales of sugarcane based products and to ensue,
as part of an integrated (but independent) environmental policy, the
environmentally friendly qualities of ethanol can be fully exploited,
domestically and internationally. The emphasis should be on developing a
sugarcane sector policy, which would be responsive to whatever
environmental policy Brazil pursues.

3.11 The challenge is how to allow unfettered markets for sugar and
ethanol to function efficiently. This will mean removing all production
mi^+ae ainA altmuAncr ffie sshn1kerAevtl nrivatPsmsr^tnoe tha %ml
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and intemationaly. Both of these changes would make the fixing of prices
redundant and leave pnvate producers free to determine the proportions of
sugar, etaol and by-products they wish to produce and market Domestic
and export taxes could continue but only for raising revenue.

3.12 Regiotal subsidies (that is, sales tax exenptions to producers in
the Northeast) should be abolished. Freeing up the market and shifting to
world prices would probably raise producer ; z even in the
North/Northeast. So higher world prices might more than compensawte for
the loss of tax privileges. Should the government wish to continue support to
the Northeast, there should be neutral transfers, which do not interfere with
producers' incentives.

3.13 In the past, Brazil has concealed its compeitiveness in sugarcaw
based industries. With production controls, it has sent a message to the rest
of the world that it is not prepared to supply more sugar at world prices.
Other countries have adopted policies to encourage cane growers, who are
(mvariably) less efficient than the Brazilians. Thus, the most influential
nitiative that the Brazilian sugarcane based industries could take to reduce

protectionism elsewhere would be to let others know how willing (and
capable) it is of producing more sugar and ethanol at competitive prices.
The potential Brazil possesses to release large amounts of sugar onto the
world market would reduce world price and pnce variability. This action
would raise the cost of protection in other countries.

3.14 The Brazilian government and the industry should sponsor and
promote studies on sugar and ethanol trade which reveal the wholesale
corruption of these markets. The studies could be used as a basis for
negodations on other countries' restrictive policies and carbon emissions.
Already, Brazil is a member of the Cairns group and plays an active role in
GATI, making itseLf visible through the Uruguay Round.

3.15 The envit -mental benefits of ethanol are not being fully
recognized in envirc.* .ental policy. Brazil needs to quantfy the health and
environmental benefits of ethanol and develop an explicit policy to ensure it
economically makes the most of those benefits. It should also seek
intenional rcognition for its contribution towards reducing greenhouse
emissions.

What a Better Policy Mean for Brazl and the World

* National income would increase by between $660 million and
$2.5 billion a year (see paras. 3.66 to 3.71 in Volume IM).

* Brai would exploit its compartive advantage in producing
sugar by expanding to its economic margin. This would
increase its influence in the world market, which in turn would
counteact some instablity created by other less competitive
and dinmtive sunnliers.
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* Bai would disoover the real value of its ethanol. Thae
would be more incentiv to minimize the costs of producig
ethanol and to seek out buyers who valued ethanol, as a
gasoline substitute. There might also be incentive to draw
attention to ethanol trade restrictions around the world.

* Policy uncertainty would be reduced, giving the industry the
incentive to focus on the needs of markets, rather than trying
to second guess government.

* ThIe world price of sugar would gravitate toward the curet
Brazilian price although it would settle somewhat above that
domestic price. This would provide disdnct benefits to
Bralian producers.

* The highly responsive nature of Brazil's cane supply means
that its production will expand to a high world price, drawing
down the world price toward the intrnal Brilian price.
However, the export demand elasticity of ethanol, if
rasonably high, will moderate the decline. A strong link
could form between world sugar prices and ethanol prices.

* Brazil would reduce ethanol production and increase (maybe
double) sugar cane production and stand-alone distilleries
would invest in sugar making capacity.

e Brazil's change in policies would impose big costs on many
other world sugar producers-roughly $3-10 billion annualy.
World sugar consumers and Brazilian producers (and its
taxpayers) would be better off, and the world's sugar would be
produced using fewer resources. This would put enormous
pressure on countries with protectionist policies to modify
them, in favor of Brazil.
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4. PUBLIC FINANCE9

MISCAL ISSUES

4.1 Brazil's constitutional reforms of 1988, its macroeconomic crisis
and its stabilizaton efforts have had a major impact on fiscal relationships
between the Federal Government and its agencies and institutions, the states
and municipalites and on the taxation of agriculture. Those dcvelopments
have also had an effect on the fiscal capacity of each level of government.
These changes, in turn, can be looked at from various perspectives, including
their impact on agricultural growth, employment, rural development and
natural resource management.

Agricultural Taxation and Incentives to Invest, Employ Labor, and Buy
Lad

4.2 Taxes and subsidies have played a major role in Brazil's
agricultural growth. Until recendy, commercial policies imposed high
implicit taxes on the sector; today, it is lightly taxed. Major distortions in
favor of capital were provided by the income tax code and through massive
credit subsidies to compensate for indirect taxation. Tax distortions and
subsidies increased investment in big farms and assisted in the substitution of
capital for labor. Labor-intensive, small-scale farmers were put at a
disadvantage, as the distortions are capitalized into the price of land.
Therefore, land prices exceeded the capitalized value of farm profits or land
rents. Because small farmers are too poor to benefit from income tax
exemptions and do not have access to subsidized credit, they cannot pay for
land purchases from agricultural profits. Therefore, high land prices
undermined their competitiveness relative to large farms. Such policies have
thereby reduced agricultural employment and self-employment, and
accelerated ual-urban migration. The anti-employment bias has received a
further boost by the recent change of the rural social security tax from an
output base to a payroll tax.

4.3 lncome Tax. In 1990, tax changes raised the income tax of
nual corpoaions from 6 percent to 25 percent, only 10 percent below that
for nonagncultural businesses. Also scrapped were rules allowing individuals
and corporations to deduct multiples of expenditures on modem inputs and
investments against revenues which eliminated virtually a}l income tax
liability. But new exemptions were introduced to defeat the purpose of the
tax reform. Now total "rural" investment expenditures can be deducted from
incomes in any current year, unlike the rules for other sectors'". Moreover,

9 See Chapter 4 of Volume II for fuhll details.

0 Loss from agcture can also be cared forward to succese years, a provisio
which is only being proposed for the nonagricultual sector.
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rurwal enteiprises can now average income (and, so, spread taxes) over 10
years by depositing sales receipts into special bank aceounts which banks
must use for agricultural lending. With these provisions, the Ministry of
Finance expects income tax receipts from 'rurala activities to remain close to
zero for the foreseeable future.

4.4 land Tax (ITR). In the past forty years, taxation of agicultural
land has declined in most of the developing world, despite the merits of land
taxation. Indeed, in Brazil, 1992 revenues from the progressive TR (or
land tax) were only 0.5 percent of GDP. This has been due partly to the
unwillingness of farners to pay the taxes, half of which were accruing to the
federal government. Willingness to pay and cooperation in administation
can be improved, however, by tying the provision of local public goods and
serces to a local tax. Benefits from taxation are then visible. The Federal
Government should, therefore, transfer its 50 percent share of land-tax
revenue to municipalities, compensating the (minor) loss in revenue by
widening the income-tax base or by reducing the Municipal Participation
Fund. Tax administration could also be simplified by formally diminating
the progressivity which, in practice, is circumvented by exemptions.

4.5 Sales and Value Added Taxes. The Federal Government levies
an industrial products tax (IPI), municipalities levy a tax on services (ISI)
and states impose a value added tax (the ICMS), of which 25 petzent goes to
municipalities. Brazil is the only country with a subnational value added tax.

4.6 The ICMS discriminates against exports of raw agricultural
products because on these, the tax is not refundable. Nor is it for semi-
pcesed agricultural commodities, where the content of agricultural rw
mateials is more than 60 percent of the value of the commodity. The
raionale is to protect agricultural processing industries.

4.7 The ICMS is levied at the point of production. For poorer
agricultural states, this tax on raw agricultural products provides a large
portion of their revenues. These states tend to levy CMS on agricultual
products at rates higher than richer, urbanized states. Such bias, however,
distorts the location of agricultural production towards those richer,
urbanized states.

4.8 Social Security and Payroll Taxes. In its social security, Brazil
is unusual among developing countries. It has extended benefits to all rural
workers (employees, self-employed farmers and unpaid family workers),
regardless of whether they were employed under formal contracts or as
casual labor. In fact, social security is perhaps the only federal expenditure
which provides big benefits to the rural poor.

4.9 While the benefits to the rural poor are impressive, Brailian
social security is an acuary's nightmare. For every Cr$1 of rual
contribution in 1989, Cr$3.6 were needed for rural benefits. In urba areas,
*he vatin wi A fi a hia im1nlicit asshoidA1 n^f *novl inj 4 al .nnw4hit hv th G*ka itih
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one. Wbile some difference between contrbutions and benefits might be
expected, the differences in these raios seem excessive.

4.10 Jr July 1991, the finacing of social security in runa ars was
changed radically. Farm firms which previously had contributed 2.5 percent
of production value, now face a payroll tax of 28 percent (of which
20 percent goes to social secunty). The employee (who paid nothing befoe)
must now meet a payroll tax of 8-10 percent. The self-employed, who
likewise used to contribute nothing pays 10-20 percent of eanings. Such
changes increased significandy the burden for labor-intensive agticul and
decreased that for capital-intensive activities (Table 4.1, Volume I). This
aises quiestions of equity. For instance, taxes paid by coffee firmers in
1992 rose by 1140 per;ent and for sugar cane producers by 830 p-acent. By
contrast, taxes fell by 60 percent for mechanized corn producers and by
97 percent for poultry farmers. Shifing from a production to a payroll tax
aised red wages to the employer by 25 percent and creates incentives to use

temporary workers and adopt non-monetary payment for workers. And the
new system has already increased evasion. Indeed, it is estimated that
45 percent of the worldng populatior is evading the tax. As a result, the
rural labor market is likely to become inowe informal. Indeed, the new social
security tax laws are estimated to reduce formal employment by 17.4 percent
and increase informal employnent by roughly 3 pement.

4.11 Any changes in the financing of rural soca scurity should
accompany cost-cutting changes itn the overall tax system, including
elminating generous retirement plans for privileged urban groups.
Policymakers in rural taxation, however, should specifically csde
financing social security out of:

(a) either a single production tax (of, say, 3 percent) or one
combined with a low payroll tax (of, maybe, 2 percent).

(b) for family units, maintaining the current 3 percent production
tax;":

(c) setting a uniforn 10 percent payroll tax for self-employed rual
workers (see paras. 4.21 to 4.23 of Volume II).

4.12 Salro Educa;ao. This tax, which also discrmintes aginst
employment, is a federal payroll tax used to support primary educatio.
Sinoe benefits are not tied to contributions, it is not an apprpriate way to
finance educafion; the tax only aggravates the excessive labor taxation in
Bril. It should be scrpped and replaced by revenues from a broader
income-tax base.

" A fiumily unit is a family farm with no hired labor.
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Govenent Spending on Agrkulture, Natural Resources and Rural

Developmet

4.13 What has happened to public expenditure ini these sectors? in

1985-88, public spending on agriculte and natural resources averaged about

15 percent of tot fedeal expenditure; in 1989-91, it was about 7 percent.

This dccine is welcome and reflects the Federal Government's determination

to control spending on agriculture and natural resources. Agriculture is

10 percent of GDP.

4.14 The allocation of public spending also has changed. In 1985-89,

epnditue on market interventions averaged 80 percent of all spending on

agriculwe and natural resources with public goods accounting for

13 percent, targeted programs for only 4 percent, and admiision a

modest 3 percent. In 1989-91, spending on market inte?rentions was cut

from an average of $12 billion to $5 billion (or 60 percent). Public goods

accounted for 20 percent, targeted programs for 10 percent and

dministration 10 percent-a combined annual average of $3 billion to

$4 billion.

4.15 Brazil has already made much progress in the difficult move

from massive public intervention towards a more privatized, market-led

agricitual economy. Many instruments of interventions have been

eliminated, or slimmed. Further steps need to be taken, however. Subsidies

need to be phased out, except for rgeted programs to address acute poverty,

food security or market failures, and realistic user fees introduced for most

publicly provided services. Marketing and most agroservices should be

privatied and public agencies closed or slimmed down. 'There is a need,

too, to involve local communities in design and implementation of public

expediture in rural areas. Government needs to promote sustaable

management of natiral resources by strengthening public and rral

community institutions that manage common-property resources, especially

by providing appropriate incentives to those institutions. Much remains to be

done if government is to achieve its avowed aims of growth, poverty

reduction, and environmental sustainabiity. Government needs to address

the size of federal spending on agriculture and natural resources and the

allotion of expenditures within the sectr. This is an opportunity to be

seized now.

4.16 An Operational Framework. Public spending needs to support

privasector agriculture, nual poverty reduction and sustainable resource

use. Specifically:

(a) fiuning growth enhancing public goods, mainly in agriculu

research, extension, public health, and rral infrastructure, and

correcting environmental externalities associated with foy,

soil conservaion, and integrated pest management; and
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(b) poverty reduction through better rural primary education, health
services and nutrito, and targeted agricultural development
programs.

4.17 In the past, the govemnment of Brazil has defined "public goods
or 'market faihle' too loosely. As a result, public spending has risen
unnecessarily. Often, spending has been justified on the grounds that
farmers' demands were not being met by private suppliers and so the public
sector should correct these *market failures'. Such notions may have had
public acceptance 20 years ago, but, today, government needs to ask whether
publicly financed services are necessary and whether they have not crowded
out potential private suppliers. Govemment financing of public goods and
targeted interventions does not necessarily imply provision through public
agencies.

4.18 Market Interventions can be subdivided into credit, pricing and
marketing, and marketing boards. Despite recent declines, spending on
pricing and marketing and marketing boards in 1991 was still $1.2 billion; on
credit it was $3.4 billion.

4.19 Spending on marketing boards should cease. In food pricing,
storage, markeing, grading and inspection, only "inspection' is a public
good (that is, a public health function) but only for commodities where
infections or impurities cannot be easily detected. The job could be
contted out to private firms. Beyond that, and targeted nutrition
progams, all other spending in pricing and marketing should be eliminated.

4.20 On rural credit, the economic cost is huge with few beneficiaries.
Drstic steps should be taken to rapidly phase ou; this program (see Rural
Credit, p. 25).

4.21 Public Goods includes seven programs-crop production; animal
production; extension; natual resources; research; agricultural education; and
rural infrastucture. On these, annual spending averages $1.9 billion.

4.22 There is no justification for government spending on crop
production or animal production, save some aspects of crop and animal
protection (migratory pests, contagious diseases, epidemics).

4.23 In extension services, public expenditure should be directed to
crops (and problems) associated with small farmers. Other farmers should
receive non-subsidized extension servces, not necessarily supplied by the
public sector.

4.24 Some of the increased spending in natural resources (from
$70 million in 1988 to about $220 million a year since) went into expansion
of the federal environmental protection agency and its progrms, including
land purchases for national parks and protected areas. Although agency field
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pending here is a public good. Less defensible are poorly targeted subsidies
for soil conservation and erosion protection. Subsidy advocates should be
required to show evidence that techniques are socally (but not privately)
profitable.

4.25 In resech, spending has averaged $570 million a year-or
1.4 percent of agricultural GDP, high for developing countties but lw
compared to, say, Austalia. A case can be made for increasing public
expenditure but, first, all means to increase the quality of spending must be
explored (see pp. 39-60). Public spending on research, moreover, should be
targeted to public goods-such as soil fertility management and integrated
pest management rather than, say, chemical fertilizer and pesticide
applicatons. Such targeting is important because it maximizes the
efectiweness of public and private research spending and, generally,
incses the relevance of public research to small farmers' concens.

4.26 Spending on agricultural education is large and deserves scrutiny.
This, however, should be approached from an education perspective, since it
involves questions of the relative efficiency of spending on primary and other
levels of education. 'Within the secondary and teriary levels, it also involves
questions of the relative efficiency of spending on vocational and other forms
of education.

4.27 Targeted Poverty Programs can be subdivided into land reform
and colonization, and regional development programs. Total spending rose
from $700 million a year in 1985-88 to $1.1 billion a year in 1989-91.
Spending on both land reform and colonization, and rural water supply and
health (from a very low base), increased by about $200 million. Spending on
regional development was unchanged.

4.28 Land reform programs are extraordinarily difficult to administer,
and this program fell victim to those difficulties. Brazil's massive land
reform spending in 1991 has not been maintained because of (reported)
scandal and abuse. Rather than govemment-administered land reform, a
better approach would be market-assisted reform. Beneficiaries would be
provided with a partial grant to assist them to buy land.

4.29 The major regional development program is SUDENE which
costs about $150 million a year and is targeted to poor areas, and to poor
people, which hardly seems controversial. But it is, mainly because of the
disappointing results in aleviating poverty. Clearly, ways must be sought to
improve the effectiveness of this spending. Matching grants have proven to
be an effective mechanism in many countries (see Targeted Programs, p. 36).

4.30 Administation. Total spending on administration increased
from $410 million in 1985-88 to $940 million in 1989-91-a rise from
2.7 percent to 6 percent of all public spending. Of this increase of
$540 million, $410 million was for debt repayment. So the "real" increase

--_ d-40 _ T r %^o o J.rn.1A himv.nt hwl'r fn
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2.7 percent of total spending, the savings would be $300 million a year-or
twice the spending on regional development.

Assignlment of Responsibilities, Taxes and Revenues

4.31 What has been the impact of the 1988 Constitution on fiscal
relationships between federal, state and municipal governments?

4.32 Assignment of Responsibilities. Although the constitution
broadly assigned public service provision to federal, state and municipal
authories, some issues still need to be clarified and modified. Because of
the wide dispersal of rural settlements, their heterogeneity, and the large area
of municipalities in some states, furiher decentralization of some rurl
development functions to rural communities may be needed. Communities
should, for instance, be given the authority (and the means) to plan, develop
and manage local water supplies. Likewise, decentralization of some school
management would lead to improvements. The same is true for magement
of agricultural extension. Again, a system of matching gants could be
considered.

4.33 There could be more decentralization, too, in management of
natural resources, national parks and biodiversity reserves. For example,
IBAMA, which tries to run many reserves, could decentralize management to
states, municipalities, the private sector and nongovernmental organization; it
could continue to supervise and control quality through management
conats. Funding could be improved by increasing user charges, allowing
parks and reserves to keep a big slice of the income.

4.34 Tax Assignment and Revenue Sharing. The revenue sharing
system as reformed in 1988 does contribute to interregional equality but does
not contain incentives for local revenue generation by states and
municipalities. The 1988 reforms have greatly increased resources available
to municipalities, which should help local governments to plan, coordinate
and implement agricultural and rural development. However, expenditure
and tax assignment, as well as revenue sharing, have constrained the Federl
Government in its ability to fulfill its mandate as a national government
because revenues fall short of expenditure. At the same time, the genarous
availability of funds to municipal governments (without any increase in
responsibili es) has created incentives for fiscal mismanagement.

4.35 Channelling federal revenue-sharing monies to municipalities is
done through the Municipal Participation Fund (FPM), which takes into
account municipal population amd state per-capita income in determining
shares. It has tw-o major drawbacks. First, it fails to incorporate differential
fiscal capacity of municipalities and, so, does not result in an equitable
distribution of funds. Second, it discourages local fiscal effort by meeting
nearly two-thirds of municipal revenue requirements. It would be better to
reduce this program and malce up the lost revenue by assigning the
agricultural land tax entirely to the municipalities.
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4.36 Specific Purpose, Conditional, or Negotiated Transfes can be
used to sppot pubhc or quasi-pubhc goods whose benefits spil ove local
(or state boundaies). Such goods include fincing agriculUtral rearch and
resoure conseration; financing minimum standards of public services, such
as primary education; and financing or cofinancing poverty-reducing
development spending.

4.37 Brazil h: *any specific purpose (actaly, unspecified or vague)
Program. Many are poorly targeted to the provision of public goods,
exrnalities or povertY reduction. The transfer mechanisms for many are
convluted and are subject to leakages and political influence. Finally, the
Federal Govenment is heavily involved in program administtion, so there
is no dectralization of objectives.

4.38 The states also provide specific purpose or negotiated transfers to
muicipalities and most have many convintos to provide project assistance.
Most are not explicitly linlkd to compensation for spillover effects,
conservation, sustainability or interpersonal equity. And so numerous are
thy (often thousands) that they defy systematic analysis. Many of the state
and federal transfer programs will have to be redesigned if they are to be
effective vehicles for implementing government policy. Matching grants
mechanisms are not being used to meet clearly defined federal objectives on
expditure and policy. The exception is agricultual research. All federa
transfers need to be examined and redesigned. For example, matching grants
could be provided to states for establishing state parks or for administing
federal parks within the state. Likewise, grants towards rurl state
administered child health and nutrition programs could be undertaken.
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S. AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND EXTENSIONt

5.1 While EMBRAPA is the most important source of agriculura
research in Brzil, not enough recognition has been given to the fact that
EMBRAPA is only one part of Brzil's overall agricultural research system.
A fully developed agricultural research system includes many other inter-
linked players both public and private with a full range of capacity (from
basic to adaptive reserch) including insdtutes, universities, firms,
policymaes, and social groups. Nevertheless, the discussion here is
focused on EMBRAPA and public sector agriculturd research instutions in
general, since they are so dominant.

5.2 By the mid-80s, Brazil's EMBRAPA was one of the strongest
public agricultural research institutions in the developing world. Today, its
capabilities are threatened by fiscal crisis. Agricultural extension has also
been successful in some areas, primarily in Southeast Brail. in recent
years, however, it has suffered from the same lack of funding which has
plagued all public enterprises in Brazil. In some areas, this has led to the
near collapse of extension services. Thus, the most immediate problem is the
severe budgetary constraints which face both research and extension:

5.3 Budgetr Constraints. Currently overall levels of public
invesument in agricultural research are inadequate. Sources other than the
federal budget should be sought to supplement the traditional funding
sources. Many public institutions can be partially underwritten by private
sector beneficiaries of research. Often, EMBRAPA does not adequately bill
pnvate sector clients for services. EMBRAPA should find ways to obtain
full-cost recovery for such research. It should also better market itself to the
private sector. In public extension, at least partial cost recovery should be
implemented.

5.4 EMBRAPA pays employees according to a standard government
pay scale. Yet, this scale has been too low to compensate highly sldlled
workers for their opportunity costs in the private sector or abroad. To
remain effective as a research institution, EMBRAPA should be free to offer
competitive salaries, linked to the value of researchers' output.

5.5 Priortiation of Public Research/Extension. All activities to
be included in EMBRAPA's research agenda should have to meet stringent
criteria for public goods, externality reduction, and poverty reduction. Those
that do not (or could be provided by the private sector) should be scwpped.
This has been done for sugar, cocoa, coffee and rubber, but should be tm
further.

1S Chapter 5 of Volume for full deais.
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5.6 Agricultural resach is a public good when the benefits of output

caot be fully captured by the research firm. In ecent yeas, EMBRAPA

resah has emphasized noncommercal crops and faning systems.
Inceasing attention is being given to the issue of sustainability-an issue of

socia value but one on which it is hard for the prive sector to capitalize.
Increased resources are also being allocated to the development of integrted

pest management, which also is not provided by the private sector. Despite

this gradual shift in public research, commodity research continues.
Therefore, all aspects of the program should be scruinized to identify
candidates for paring.

5.7 Partcular Needs of Poor Farmers. Publicly financed researh

should be reoriented away from commercial crops. Modem commerci

agiculture is managed by producers who are well educated and well off.

These producers do not (and need not) rely on public extension services.

Rather the system should respond to the needs of small farmers. Poor
farmers rarely have the education or the means to seek out infornation from

which they might profit. Not exclusively, of course, but public research does

have a special responsibility to service those needs and its mix of actvities

should reflect that. All of this adds weight to the argument that commodity

specific public programs should be carefully evaluated: are they trdy public

goods? It also suggests that extension services, at least those that involve
field visits, shoule be offered exclusively to small and poor producers.

5.8 Ret vance of Agricutural ResearchlExtension. There is

iadequate communication between researchers and end-users and
dissadsfaction with research priorities in both agiculture and forestry. The

general perception among end-users is that EMBRAPA has talented people

doing much research that is not geared towards solving real-world problems.
Moreover, relevant research is not always rapidly transferred to the
producer.'

5.9 Research and extension should be more "demand-responsive."
Producers should be consulted in setting resarch priorities. They should

participate in the final decisions, even help determine broad thematic goals

for research. Decentralized management of research and extension might

help. More experiment stations should be transferred to the state or

municipality, even to local universities. Field trials at on-farm locations can

also be encouraged and expanded.

5.10 Extension services, too, can be futher decenulized to
muncipalities and local communities drawing on the experiences of other

ou.ntries, such as Colombia, Mexico and Chile. Public funds from federal

and state goverments could continue to support extension services but loal

people shouId be given responsibility for control and evaluation of such

services.. A matching fimds feature and some cost recovery for serAces
should be built into the system.
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5.11 LInkages Between Institutions. There is a lack of lage
between institutions involved in research and extension. Joint aintments
between institutions should be encouraged, not discouraged as now. Joint
projects should be developed and matching-fund incentives should help
accomplish this. Graduate students in arculture and natual resources
should be encouraged to do research in the public system, using the
stituion's qualified staff as advisors. And competitive grants for research

should be made available from EMBRAPA. Each of these neasures would
help to establish natur links between institutions, maling their activities
mre complementary and increasing productivity of all.
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6. RURAL CREfD3

6.1 Past agricult credit policies in Brazil have been extemely
costly, have contributd to concentration of land ownership and reduction of
rural employment, and have failed to generate viable private rural financial
insdtutions. While costs have been curtailed by raising inter rates to real
(but below market) rates and by cutting the amount of credit allocated to
agriculture, the other problems remain.

6.2 There are three main sources of formal rural credit:

(a) credit at managed interest rates, where the interest-rate depends
on fann size;

(b) lending at market rates by banks and othen.; and

(c) special funds and regional programs that target particular
activities or producers.

The first is, by far, the biggest and is adminisered by financial institutions
which are part of the Ssetema Nacional de Credito Runv (SNCR).

6.3 In high-inflation countries like Brail, borowing cost and loan
charges can exceed expected crop proceeds, since there is no institutional link
between inflation and the price of raw nmrals and agricultural
commodities. All but the largest producers (for whom it is easier to hedge
pzice risks) usualy refrain from bonrowing. Self-financing, informal
arrangements, or repayment in kind then become more common.

6,4 Many small producers, particularly the minffiunos, find it
difficult to get credit, unless they produce cash cropr (in which case they can
obtain pre-financing from buyers/exporters), or if they are in regions that
benefit from targeted rural-credit programs. Few commerci lenders will
accept the high risks involved in lending to small farms. For those, access
to formal credit is limited to regional funds and SNCR lending. Subsidized
credit, however, has become concenaed on commercial farmers who,
presumably, have access to commercial credit. Of all SNCR lending in
1990, only 27 percent went to small farmers, 53 percent to medium-sized and
large farms, and the balance to coopeatives (servicing mainly medium and
large farms).

6.5 Total rural lending has declined dramatically from 1987 to end-
1992. Official lending (over $8 billion in 1988) accounts for the buk of
agricultural lending (78 percent in 1988); financed by the Federal Treasury
and by special funds, it fell by two thirds. Private commercial lending,

" Seo Cbapter 6 of Volumn I fr ful details.
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which peaked at $2.9 billion in 1988, had also dropped by two thirds at the
end of 1992.14 Only 11 percent of rural credit go to investment; most
goes to finance opeating expenses.

6.6 Nonbank credit at market rates (such as warehouse certificates
for agricutural commodites) could lend more but for outdated laws and
regulations. Change is needed. For example:

* There is an archaic and unwieldy warehosing system,
govemed by the Lei de Annazenes of 1972. It prohibits
the use of negodable commodity warrants that confer tide
to warehoused stocks. This is an obstacle to diversifying
credit sources and makes it difficult to hedge price risk in
the fitures' market.

* the same law also establishes a state monopoly for the
classification of commodities. That is a barrier to efficient
trade in agricultural commodities because there is lack of
trust in the integrity and qualifications of government
inspectors.

6.7 The Ministry of Agriculture is revising the Lei de Amanes. t
plans to allow the issue of negotiable commodity warrants and wants to
privatize quality classification of commodities. The World Bank can provide
tcnical advice especially on how to tie reforms to risk management
echniques.

Credt at Preferentil Rates

6.8 Most subsidized lending is done ihrough the taxa roferecial
(R) program. It is regulated by X Centrl Bank and all lending is now at
positive real rates. In recent years loans from these programs have been
concentrated on fewer and fewer large producers, agroindusties, and
cooperatives. The rate depends on farm income and there are three levels:

* 6 percent real for mmfimdios with gross yearly income of
up to $6,000 eouivalent (at end-February 1993 exchange
rates);

* 9 percent real for small farms and producer cooperaives,
with gross income of $6,000 18,000 equivalent;

* 12.5 percent real for medium and large farms and producer
cooperatives with more than. $18,000 equivalent in gross
income. Seventy percent of lending falls under this
heading.

IA w ! ._~..J I... .. SI-12 . % At i .a r
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6.9 All commercial banks and credit institutions (including BNDES,
Banco do Brasil, and regional development banks) must allocate some loans
to rural credit at preferential rates. Most banks must allocate 25 pect of
deposits in demand accounts to rural credit at the taxa referencla (R)."
Banco do Brasil, Banco da Amazonia, and Banco do Nordeste must allocate
65 percent of their lending to rural credit at 12.5 percent for up to 3 years.
Banco do Brasil, the country's biggest bank, represented 73 percent of all
rural credit in 1992.

6.10 The present state of the domestic economy complicates the
phasing out of intest rate subsidies. An integrated approach, which
overhauls the tax system, is needed in tandem with the phasing out of
subsidies. The majority of subsidized credit goes to medium and large
commercial farners. This is an inequitable and unnecessary transfer of
welth to the non-needy and should be phased out. Equally, though,
arranging loans to small farners may be costly for banks. Therefore, it
might be better to subsidize these transaction costs over a period until a
relationship is built between private commercial banks and small farmers.
Such schemes are being developed in other Latin American countr. s
(Mexico, Bolivia, Nicaragua) and could be considered in Brazil.

6.11 There is other directed lending at subsidized rates but the volume
is small compared to the TR program. Many are hard to justify. They
distort credit markets, help crowd out the private sector, inhibit the
development of alternative credit instruments, are costly to administer and
have litte effect on agricultural output or productivity. They should be
phased out. One, the FINAME program, run by BNDES, provides
subsidized investment credit. In agriculture, it is used to finance farm
machinery purchases. It benefits only medium and large producers who are
purchasers of farm equipment.

Non-Bank Rurl Credit at Market Rates

6.12 Other source of lending to agriculture include:

* Informal or "spontaneous" credit, usually pre-financing
by buyers/exporters of cash crops and derivatives, such as
Qrange juice, coffee, wheat, maize, and soybeans; and

* Rural credit cooperatives which offer limited banking
services (no checking accounts) and high transaction costs.

6.13 Borrowing from these sources is at prevailing market interest
rates. At end February 1993, these averaged around 30 percent a year In
real teims.

I At present that obligation is somewhat academic because only few people or
enterpis are willitg to keep funds in demand accts when iaon average
over 25 percent per month.
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Spuel Regonal Pgams and Fonds

6.14 Constitutional Funds for regional financing are financed with a
3 percent levy on government revenue from income, profit and industrial
product axes There are three such funds:

* The Fund for the Center-Western region, managed by
Banco do Brasil.

* The Northeastem Fund (FNED, run by Banco do Nordeste
do Brsil (BNB).

* The Fund for the Northern region managed by BASA.

6.15 All lending must be at a maximum of TRD plus a spread of
8 prcent. Lending is for farmers, industry and agro-industrial producers
and must help promote economic and social development. Priority must be
given to small rural producers, micro and small private enterprises,
ssociations and cooperatives. Loans have maturities of 8-12 years, with

2-4 year grace periods. In 1991, the PNE loaned US$700 million to almost
30,0000 private producers and enterprises, roughly a third of which were in
farming. All but 5 percent of borrowers were micro and smaU
enlterprises/farmers.

6.16 Directed credit is an inefficient mechanism to tansfer wealth. If
the purpose of the constitutional funds is for regional and/or rural
development. Matching grants, whose features are described in the
Chapter 7, would then be appropriate. The goal of any directed credit
program should be to establish viable commercial relations between private
lenders and small entreeneurs. A transactions cost subsidy, mentioned
earlier, meets this goal.
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7. LANI MARKETS ANID LAND OWNERSIUP1

7.1 Brazil has a highly skewed distribution of farm land compared to
other countnes-and even compared to other South American countries."?
The result is a highly dualistic agriculture, where farms are either medium-
to-lage commercial opertons or small semi-subsistence farms. Such a
distribution is inefficient and capital intensive, thereby not only producing
lower output for a given level of inputs but also reducing employment and
self-employment in agriculture.18 The maldistribution of farm-land
ownership in Brazl has its ongin in administtive procedures to allocate
land, perverse tenancy legislation, macroeconomic instability, distorted tax
and credit policies, and biases in the provision of public services to
agricultural producers. What- changes are taking place that address this
mismanagement?

Polky Update

7.2 In Brazil's land markets, there have been few major policy
changes since the Bank's 1990 Agricultural Sector Review. Those that have
are:

(a) The collection of agricultural land taxes has shifted from INCRA
to the Federal Revenue Department (Receita Federal).

(b) INCRA's land discrimination, regularization and titling has
virtually stopped since 1988.

(c) The Brazilian Congress continues to debate land reform articles
(184 & 185) of the 1988 Constitution.

(d) Tax-revenue sharing (between the federal and state governments),
under the 1988 Constitution has resulted in big cuts in funds to
INCRA.

(e) Of greater impact on land markets and tenure have been sectoral
and moeconomic policy changes, including the sharp
reduction in agricultural credit subsidies, high inflation, and the
grdual enforcement of the labor laws for agricultural workers.

" Se hapte 7 of Volume 1 for fll details.

' See Table B.9, Chapter 6, Volume II

u See Kutcher and Scadizw, and Binswanger at al 1993.
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7.3 Distribution of (and access to) land in Brail continues to be
skewed, despite attempts at land reform and allocation. This is both
inequitable and inefficient. Empirical evidence from Brazil and eLsewhere
show that small and medium family-based farms continue to be highly
efficient and provide greater employment than large corporate farms.
Constitutional provisions (Article 185) allow alienation or concession of
unlimited public land to a prospective buyer but require effective use of the
land. Thi- stimulates ownership concentradon and encourages the razing of
native forests to 'prove' effective use. This has adverse environmental
effects in areas which should otherwise be preserved or subject to foest use
and management. These legal provisions should be reviewed.

7.4 A continuing unsettled issue is the stock of public lands
(registered plus potential) which may be redistributed through land reform
and colonization projects, concession or sale, reserves, etc. Neither the
Union nor the states really know their registered and potential stock of lands,
although better information will be available when the results of INCRA's
cadastre are released. On 1987 data, the Union had under its domain without
formal designation (including "pure' vacant lands (terras devolutas), plus
lands occupied by squatters without recognized rights) some 57 million
hectares, almost entirely in the North. There was another 4 million hectares,
expropriated for redistribution, in the North, Center-West and parts of the
Northeast. Discrimination efforts'9 were halted in 1988. Therefore, there
have been no substantial additions to stocks and the legalization of areas
occupied by eligible squatters has stopped. The issue of teras devwias,
however, needs to be resolved before the pressure of illegal use of land
removes options from the Government.

7.5 Renting and sharecropping are two typical forms of temporary
access to land, the latter mainly for landless and small, poor landholders.
Only 4.4 percent of total farm area is managed by renters and 
The rental market and sharecropping arrangements mostly involve small plots
of land of up to 10 hectares. Fr'm. 1970 to 1985, there was a decease in
the average area under shwecropping, while the average area rented was
virtually unchanged. By contrast, total area and average area occupied by
landowners increased. 0

7.6 Legislation on rwating and sharecropping sets ceilings on rents
and crop shares, and provides nearly permanent rights to tenants after a few
years. This has made tenancy and sharecropping unattctive to owners.
The perverse effect is to reduce access to exactly those people who the rules

Disminaion is a legal process through which private land is seprat from pubic
lands. A parcel of land is considered private when the claimant can prv its 1.gl
detachment ftom the public domain. If such proof is not available, tLW pacel is
considered public, regailess of whether it is occupied or not. Once a pacel of
lad is recognized as public, it is registed as Union or stae property and
subsequently a decision is made as to its destinaton (such as transfer to squatters if
certain conditions are met; reserves; colonization project; concession or sale).
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were designed to protect. In addition, the Land Statute provides that
expopriation.... will be appied to: ... areas with high incidence of renter,
sharec and squatters." The threat of expropriation may have been
more powerful in reducing the rental market and sharopping aangments
ta any other provision. These provisions with clearly perverse effects
should be eliminated.

7.7 Labor laws also have anti-sharecropping bias. Under informal or
voebal sharecropping contracts (which are widespread), landlords will alwdAys
risk having the sharecroppers claim rights granted by the labor legisaton,
which are often recognized by the Labor Courts as evidence of "occupation".
While benefitfing individual workers, the impact on agricultural employment
and self-employment is perverse. Moreover, the change of social security
tax from an output base to a payroll tax on agricultural workers has caused
some landowners to reduce hired labor and accelerate the substitution of
capital for labor.

7.8 Land prices influence the accessibility to land of the poorer rural
population. With subsidized agricultural credit policies in the 1960s and
1970s, the credit subsidy was capitalized into the price of land. The use of
land for collatrl (and the possibility of diverting some credit to other more
atrctive investments) also increased the price of land. For equity investors,
agicultural land was a profitable investment. The real rerns to agricultural
land during this period exceeded returns on most other financial assets. ITat
made land less accessible to those who wanted to use it for agiculture.

7.9 High inflation and unstable monetary and price policies increased
the demand for agricultural land by equity investors. And because of
continued high inflation in the 1980s and the 1990s, agricultural land is still a
safe hedge. The freezing of financial assets at the beginning of the Color
administration merely showed again the risks in holding financial assets
conared to iand.

7.10 Income tax laws continue to provide distortionary incentives for
nonagicultural investments in agricultural land (see Chapter 4). Only 0.6
percent of income taxes comes from the agricultual sector (which accounts
for about 10 percent of national income). Agricultural land remains a tax
haven for wealthy investors, which increases its price and reduces access for
those who cannot tae advtage of tax laws (small farmers and landless
workers).
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7.11 In short, the ruWal poor (as tenants, s, or buyers) are
at tremendous disadvantage in land markets. The dualistic structure of farm
size is a consequence not of inefficient smalll farmers but of the distorons
they face.Y0

7.12 Is land reform still a valid approach in Brazil? The bureaucratic
appmach to land reform and settlement, with its long delays, high costs, and
possibility for abuse, has hurt the reputation of the program. However,
small-scale farming and employment-intensive agriculture are still desirable
goals based on efficiency. Therefore, new appraes using land markets an
needed to open more opportunities for small-scale and employment-intensive
faiming, through owner-opeated farms or through renting and
shrcopn.

7.13 One possibility is tenant group purchases of larger tracts of land
to establish small- and medium-size farms. The provision of grants to
recognized groups (for example, rural community groups) for the initial
down-payment on land would substitute for credit and lower ainistrve
costs. Since large parcels generally sell for less per hectare than smal ones,
small-farmer groups could lower per unit costs of the land they acquire.
Vouchers could be used to help the group obtain land surveys, titles and
other services. Once the land had been divided, individual operation may be
preferred. If so, individual owners would be responsible for paying the
remaining share of the land costs. Another alternative might be an
association between government and private landowners/entrepreneurs to ease
access to land for prospective small (poor) buyers, exchanged for
infraructure (roads, electicity) that enhances the value of the land. Some
attempts have been made along this line, and their results should be
evaluated. Moreover, there may be political support for such progams
among those opposed to expropriative land reform (land owners and fiscal
conservatives) and representatives of the rural poor. Rural NOOs may also
see it as a way to mobilize support for their programs. Further development
of the idea and a pilot project seem warmnted.

7.14 In the long run, the solution to access to land wil depend upon a
stable economy and the removal of market distortions. Early "cleaning
should focus on: (i) perverse legal constraints to rental and shapping
arrangements; (ii) anti-labor legislation; and (iii) subsidized credit, fica
incentives, and tax policies which create advantages for lage landholders. in
the absence of such reforms, poor and potentially efficient smallholders will
continue to be denied access to land. Land redistribution will be defeated by
existing distortions.

2h lhe pervasive social and economic dualism in Brazilian socieq i seena in tho lack of
fomal educA0ion, umiliarity with brauccy, limited accm to nmain,
subservienoe, and other behavior of the poor. Ihe impact of the biuro of
povwrty is bard to mee, but it is a factor that limits access to land and
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8. SMALL FARM AGRICULTURE,
RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND

SOCIAL SERVICES FOR THIE RURAL POOR2

8.1 As a result of legislation and regulations, agriculture in Brazil is
unusually capital-intensive. Farms tend to be either mediumlarge
commercial optioris or semi-subsistence farms. There are relatively few
small-to-medium owner-operator farms-the most efficient form of
farmng.n The growth in agriculbta output over the last two decades has
been oximately five times that of the growth of employment in
agriculture. Thus employment and self-employment opportunities in
agriculture are lost. Here are some of the legiatve and policy biases
again small farmers and rural workers:

* The FINAME subsidized credit program for tctors and
farm equipment encourages large-scale mechanized
agriculture.

* Lines of subsidized credit for working capital under SNCR
go almost exclusively to large farmers because they are
creditworthy.

i Income tax exemptions for agriculture have encouraged
land holding as a tax haven. The value of this use has
been capitalized into the price of land so that land prices
exceed the capitalized value of farm profits, maldng land
inaccessible to potential smallholders.

* Rapid inflation has encouraged landholding as a safe store
of wealth. The value of this use has also been capitied
into land prices.

* The social security tax in agriculture and other labor taxes
are so large that they encourage the substitution of capital
for labor.

2a See hapt 8 of Volme 1 for full details.

Among 117 countries, 13 of the top 14 in tem of total fiator productivity are
coutries where smnI-to-medium owver-opetor faming is dominant. The
exception is Notth Korea which has a coUoctive system. (Psermn and
Riedier, 1987). For a complee survey of liter an the reltionsip betwe
fam sze and prductivity, see Binsaner at al., 1993.
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* Legsation to protect farm workers who are
resident on large farms give them claims to the
land- and give owners strong incentives to not
use resident labor.

8.2 Eliminating these biases against small farmers and rural workers
will be a key to vigorous rural development. But further assistance for the
sector may be required. What special programs exist for the smal farm
sector in Brazil? What rural development programs work? What socia-
infrastu e programs are in place? And what are the policy
recommendations for a rural development strategy?

SmaU Farms and Rural Developmeut

8.3 Whlde rural poverty exists throughout Brazil, smallholders and
rural poverty are concentrated in the Northeast. Small family farms produce
mainly basic foodstuffs and small-scale animal husbandry because of the
uncertain climate and market fluctuations. Price controls on food staples
discourage large farm production of these commodities. Small farmers in the
Northeast rely increasingly on a complex of activities for
subsistence-traditional subsistence agriculture, cash crops, casual non-
arcultural work, and remittances from family members living in cities. Of
course, the rural poor comprise not only smallholders but also landless
workers, srop and others.

8.4 There are a few special programs to assist small farmers. The
Constitutional Financing Fund of the Northeast (FNE) and the Special Credit
Progam for the Agrarian Reform (PROCERA) are two. Both have
mechanisms to ease difficulties in repaying inflation-indexed loans. For the
FNE, a 15 peroent set-aside in a savings account is sufficient for full
repayment of the loan, and PROCERA allows repayment in kind. However,
coverage is limited-for FNE to members of agricultural cooperatives and for
PROCERA to agrarian reform beneficiaries.

8.5 In 1990, the govenment scrapped a rural development program
with wide coverage (Programa Swo Vicente). It provided small grants to
groups of small farmers and may have ended because the program stimulated
grassroots leadership that tred established political leaders. Many
mayors and state governors opposed the progmm because they could not
control the selection of beneficiary associations or the approval of individual
projects. Beneficiaries, however, generally considered Sao Vicente a
success.

8.6 The Program for Integratd Development of the Northeast
(POLONORDESTE) was inidated in 1974 by the Bank. An evaluation in
1987 showed that its administion was complex, and planning and
management top-heavy. It failed to develop approprate technology for small
arniers, who were reluctant to adopt anyting that entailed higher costs

and/or risks. A second geeration of rural development proiects initied in
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1985-the Program of Assise to the Small Fanner (PAPP)-focused on
areas with high agriculural potential and on a few priority cmponents,
including community participation for small-scale productive and infiasuctu-
ral projects (or APCR).

8.7 'he mid-term review of PAPP (1991) concluded that, in most
states, APCR is a success even though most of -he productive ivestr1zents
financed have led to wnly marginal improvements in income. Sustainability
has not been assured, often due to lack of worling capital. APCR, however,
gave beneficiaries (and their nongovenmental organizations) a voice in
planning and decision-making. Allowing for more community partiipation
in rural development could increase the effectiveness of programs.

8.8 In rural development, some NOOs are geared towards eliciting
the views of smal fanners. They cooperate in identifying community
development prionties and building.local technical and administtive
capacities. NGOs also help in community organization and incorporating
women's and environmental issues into development projects. They bridge
the gap between small farmers and funding agencies. There is ample scope
to develop the technical capacities of Northeastern NGOs, whose role may
have been limited by reluctance of funding agencies to cooperate with them.
The Government should take advantage of NGOs' commitment to working
with poor rural communites in spelling out economic and socia needs, and
to help ensure that 'demand-driven development' is both informed and
sustinable.

Social Services for the Rural Poor

8.9 Brazil's Northeast has higher infant mortality (75 per 1,000 live
births) an some low-income countries (China, 29; Kenya, 67; Vietnam, 42)
and its educational achievement is the lowest in Brazil. Despite the
widespread social service infrastructure in rual areas, such as schools and
health posts, there is a permanent lack of qualified personnel.

8.10 Health. Brazil's health system and the National Health Fund
(FNS) rely almost exclusively on payroll taxes included in the Social
Scwuity Budget and thus compete with other social security-related expendi-
ture for financing. The law specifies general criteria for the allocation of
fimds to states and municipalities but there is too much room for discretion
and interfeence. Negotiated agreements (or convenios), as opposed to
automatic and regular transfers, are still the main way of ttansferring health-
related resources.

8.11 In 1990, Congress established the Unified Health System (SUS),
which defines the services and actions of all public health services-national,
state, and municipal. The Ministry of Health supervises the SUS and the
National Health Conference establishes health policies. States deliver health
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care under norms and policies specified by the Federal Government, and
municipalities (individually or collectively) have the primary responsibility
for delivery.

8.12 One successful example of decentralization and innovation in
health is in the state of CearL Trained community health workers are
deployed in the rural areas and each has a specified number of households to
educate on (and monitor) basic health and sanitary practices. Some Northeast
NGOs are also experimenting with community-based health progrms, with
emphasis on health issues of women and children.

8.13 Education. Federal financing of basic education comes from
two main sources. First, there are tax revenues, principally the Salao
EducaM4o, a 2.5 percent education tax on private sector wages which is
collected at the federal level and returned to its place of origin. Then, there
is the FINSOCIAL, the social investment fund financed by 0.5 percent tax on
the gross receipts of all businesses. Educational resource transfers from the
Federal Government to the municipalities are done mainly through convenios
for primary education. As with health, there is much room for discretion
and interference. Due to weak technical capability in small municipalities,
convewo transfers may be biased against the most needy municipalities.
Moreover, there are essentially two parallel systems of public schools,
making the rural primary education system in the Northeast complex and
convoluted.3"

8.14 A new generation of Northeast educational projects (designed by
the Ministry of Education and the World Bank) emphasizes financing and
management of education and pays explicit attention to developing states'
capacities for sustained investment in education quality after the project
period. Changes in teacher hiring, salaries, and financing are envisaged.
But although municipalities are included in the project, there is no specific
educational strategy by the states for the rural sector.

8.15 One big innovation in Northeast Brazil is community schools,
providing education for low-income students in the cities of Recife, Salvador
and Fortal. They are supported financially and technically by national and
international NGOs, churches and parents; some also receive support from
the state and/or municipal governments. By establishing themselves outside
the normal public educational system, these schools sidestep frequent
teachers' strikes and lack of space in public faciliies. They are also a source
of employment for young adults who want to be certified teachers.

8.16 Nutrition. Food shortages and famine are a recurring problem
in the Northeast. Attempts to establish various food and nutrition programs,
some with World Bank financing, have been made. None have been

2 Ua.kan .A Uaniahahk: snd Winrlder
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succsful24 They were doomed by inadequate funding, deficiencies in
operational procedures, and interministerial rivalry. Thus, Brazil has no
effective, systematic progams targeted to pregnant and lactating women and
children under seven years of age. Lower infant and child mortality has
come about because of improvements in health care practices and water
supply-not better nutrition. A systematic targeted nutrition program needs
to be developed, along with a health care system to deal with malnutrition.

Findings

8.17 Public funds for development should be made available through
community grants targeted to poor, rural areas of Brazil. This could be
achieved through cost-sharing with states and municipalities. The following
principles can serve as guidelines for participatory funding mechanisms:

(a) Autonomy and AccountabDlity. The resource transfer
mechanism should be designed to respect the autonomy of small
rural communities. It should also stimulate their ability to
identify community investment priorities, develop project
proposals, administer funds, and operate and maintain the
investments undertaken. This implies accountability at the local
level.

(b) Cost sharing/Matching grants. Simple formulae should be
developed governing the communities' contributions to rural
development initiatives. Recent experience in the APCR and SWo
Vicente programs and in other countries suggest that if
beneficiaries share in 10-30 percent of project costs (with
flexibility regarding in-kind contributions of labor and/or
materials), there is a positive effect on project susialnability.
This mechanism ensures accountability and community
'ownership." The federal government should target broad areas
of social infrastructure by providing a generous matching grants
program that include the principles oudined here.

(c) Sustainability. Project sustainability is strongly linked to local
ownership and to adequate operation and maintenance. Projects
should be demand-driven and own resources from built-in cost
recovery (user fees) should be available for the recurrent costs.

(d) Transparency. The tendency to politicize the transfer of funds
must be minimized by establishing clear, objective criteria,
monitoring systems, and grievance procedures.

(e) FlexibUity. Given the diversity of rural households' economic
activities, and the importance of basic infrastructure and social
services to well-being and productivity, project eligibility should

24 Samnain and Camninn.
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be as encompassing and diverse as X -3ssible. It should
incorportte agricultural training, stnall rural industry, water
supply, electrification, health services and basic education. This
would allow beneficiary organizations to prioritize their needs
and claina 'ownership".

(f) Simplidty. Because of low educational attainment of the rural
poor in Brazil, and in the absence of a strong history of
community participation in development initiatives, project
proposal criteria, review, approval and disbursement procedures
should be simple and transparent.

(g) Small disbursements. The transfer of resources to small rural
communities should be proportional to their ability to absorb and
manage them.

(h) NGOs as facilitators. NGOs are well equipped to provide
outreach to beneficiary communities, to foster community
projects, to assist in the design of community projects, and to
fumish technical assistance. The decentralization of rural
development funding down to the community level should
fcilitate NGO participation.

(i) Social Services. Increasing the role of local organizations in the
delivery and control of basic health and education services could
increase the coverage (and quality) of rural health services and
prmary schooling.

A Vision for Farming and Rural Development

8.18 Restoring agricultural growth and ensuring rural development is a
government priority. This report has identified many areas where policy
changes would contribute to these objectives. It envisages an agricultural
structure and policy regime quite different than that prevailing now. Brazil
has a strong and vibrant farming sector. Its potential to develop furither is
enormous. Rates of growth experienced during the 1970's can be repeated;
rual employment can be enhanced; and brisk and equitable ru-al
development can be restored. The World Bank sees an agriculture emerging
in the future that is driven by private enterprise, that offers opportunities for
new entrants, and is regulated by a minimum and neutral set of government
interventions.

8.19 To achieve this vision the government must be prepared to
rethink its role in managing agriculture and rural development, and to rethink
the way it carries out its functions. Agriculture in Brazil and in other
countries with competitive agriculture, is a private activity. It requires little
direct management or assistance from government. The ideal role of
government in these cases is to withhold intervention of all ypes other than
those that meet the strict criteria of public goods, market failures and
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environmental protection. Rural development, on the other hand, is more a
nmx of private and public activities. 'The primary role of the government is
to ensure that the regulations, lgislation and expenditures are neutrl for the
rural sector. Its secondary role is to intervene with programs which have
characteristics similar to those outlined here, whenever the criteria for
intervention, mentioned above, are met. An example is providing greater
access to land for small farmers by removing the policy distortions that
encourage large-scale, capital-intensive frming. But this requires a
fundamental change in the governments attitude toward and treatnent of
agriculture and rural development.

8.20 The government will need to reorient its expenditures within the
sector and ensure that expenditures are well managed. Legislative biases
against rural employment will need to be removed. Per capita expenditures
on social sectors will need to be similar in rural and urban areas. And
financial or regulatory interventions into commercial activities will need to be
withdrawn. With such a neutral policy environment agriculture can quickly
respond to market signals and rural development will follow.
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9. CONSERVATION, FORESTRY AND
BIODIVERSITY23

9.1 A number of policy actions already undertaken in agriculture,
and many of the suggestions discussed in this report are helping or will help
with the sustainable management of Brazil's forests and natural resources.
Examples are:

* Reducing subsidized agricultural credit has helped curtail
large-scale livestock ranching in the Amazon.

* Liberalizing trade in agricultural products has increased the
profitability of farming in existing agricultural areas
relative to fragile frontier areas.

* Lifting controls on sugar/ethanol, modifying land tenure
regulations, modifying taxation on farm labor, and
developing small farmer/banker relations would offer
improved employment opportunities in existing fanning
areas and diminish the incentive to migrate to the frontiers.

* Developing stronger, targeted rural development, health
and education programs would increase the attractiveness
of existing rural communities relative v migration into
environmentally fragile areas.

But even with these indirect actions that have a positive effect on the
environment, ere remain specific actions and instruments that need to be
developed to. 4nage Brazil's extensive natural resources. This chapter is
concerned with those actions.

Conservation

9.2 Roughly 5 percent of Brazil has been set aside for conservation
and three quarters of the land in protected areas is in the Amazon, the region
with the greatest biological diversity. While the scientific and conservation
community have called for even more protection in the Amazon, and
international attention has singled out this important region, Brazil has other
important underprotected areas. For example, the central cerrado region
covers almost 25 percent of Brazil's territory, yet less than one percent of it
has been set aside for conservation. Of the semi-arid caatinga of the
Northeast, only 0.1 percent is zoned for conservation. In formulating its
national biodiversity sttegy, Brazil will want to take into account all major
biomes.

25 See Chapter 9 of Volume nI for fuIl details.
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9.3 Brazil could already define investment priorities in each of the
country's major biomes based on existing information on ecological values
and degr=e of threat. These priorities would need to be refmed continuously
as additional scientific evidence accumulates. In each biome, critical areas
could already be identified on public and private landholdings. Improved
management of such areas on public land could begin immediately, while a
strategy is developed to tap opportunities for conservation on private lands.
A research agenda, feeding into the existing (but still limited) knowledge on
plant and animal species (and their niches) in Brazil's ecosystems, would be a
helpful complement.

9.4 Management of Protected Areas. Understaffed,
underequipped, and underutilized for research: that sums up the situation of
Brazil's protected areas. The government needs to either significantly
increase the staff in protected areas and invest in training-or take a different
approach to management. In a few areas, the government is in
(experimental) partnerships with state govemments, NGOs and local
communities. While the government cannot delegate essential policing to
others, there are many tasks that might be performed more efficiently and
effectively by contracting to local groups. The govemment should consider
training staff now working on direct administration of protected areas to help
them take on more poliey and supervision functions. Legal and
administrative rigidities that obstruct the formation of such partnerships
should also be identified, and ways to ease them should be explored.

9.5 Untapped External Financial Resources. Discontinuity of
management, bureaucracy, and shrnking budgets have stopped IBAMA from
taldng advantage of available external financing. While many of IBAMA's
problems are in-house, some stem from distortions and over-regulation in the
public sector. These should be identified and addressed as part of wider
public-sector reform. That program should also aim for more transparency
in decision-making and strengthen public information and debate. If IBAMA
is to work fruitfully in partnership with other government and nongovernment
agencies, it must reevaluate its administrative structure and the skill and
location of its staff. These may need to be changed to strengthen IBAMA's
ability to implement national environmental policy by contracting and
supervising third parties, and monitoring and evaluating program
effectiveness and the degree to which states fulfill their environmental
proion obligations.

9.6 Land Purchase for Protected Areas. The government's policy
is to expropriate all land inside most types of protected areas. Yet, it often is
unable to allocate enough resources to compensate people with claims.
Today, nearly 20 percent of the land in national parks, biological reserves
and national forests is still in private hands. Only six percent of the land in
ecological stations, and two percent in extractive reserves, is held by private
landowners. To acquire all this land would cost, maybe $500 million.
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Brail must define when land purchase is necessary for natre conservation
and develop a purchasing plan as part of an overall conservation strategy.

Production Forestry

9.7 Native and Plantation Forests. Because there are few negative
externalities associated with tree harvesting on plantations, industrial tree
plantations are more similar to crop production than to timber extracton
from native forests. As with crop production, there is little economic
justification for public-sector regulation. Rules and regulations intended for
native forests may not be applicable to plantation forests, and this potential
defect in the New Forest Code should be reexamined. If planted forests are
exempted from regulations, provision should be made to control the
conversion of native forests into plantations. If enforced, other regulations
are adequate to control inappropriate conversion.

9.8 Ineffective Regulations. Virtually every aspect of Brazilian
forestry (from planting trees, to cutfing, transporting, processing and
marketing) is subject to regulations which considerably limit the rights of the
private sector. Ostensibly, this is to preserve the environmental benefits of
Brazil's forests. In fact, such intervention is often ineffective and
undermines the government's credibility, as regulations are poorly enforced.
Often, the aims of the regulations are unclear, or try to serve two conflicting
purposes-protection and production. Regulations that may be appropriate in
one region may be inappropriate in another. Few forestry regulations are
sufficiently targeted at specific externalities, such as preventing soil erosion
or protecting habitats. Moreover, regulations are frequently in conffict with
the economic incentives driving the private sector, which makes them
difficult to enforce.

9.9 As a result, Brazil's environmental institutions are misallocating
scarce budgetary resources, rather than strengthening capacity to implement
kvey policies. Brazil must urgently clarify objectives, simplify the regulatory
machinery, and reform and retarget complementary policy instruments.
Institutions will need to rebuild credibility if they are to successfully guide
forestry along socially desirable paths. For that, transparency and openness
to public scrutiny will be critical. Finally, the govemment needs to
determine how much money it wants to spend on conservation and then
develop a strategy for maximizing the-effectiveness of this expenditue. This
could be done through enforceable regulations, partnerships with state and
local governments and NGOs, and inducements for the private sector to meet
social objectives.

9.10 Targeted Incentives for Reforestation. There are many
regulations resticting deforestation. There are no policy instruments,
however, for encouraging reforestation of areas where externalities are large
(for example, steep slopes and along watercourses). Reforestation fees
collected from users of forests could be used by government to stimulate
replantine in hieh priority areas. A study is needed to identify the most cost-
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effective instruments to encourage reforestation of steep slopes and along
watercourses and to target revenue from reforestation fees could then be used
to implement the new policy.

9.11 Alternative Forest Management Regimes. Among the array of
protected areas provided for in Brazilian environmental legislation are
national forests (where government manages timber extraction) and extractive
reserves (where organized communities harvest non-timber forest products,
with minimal government oversight). These types of protected areas are
called "direct use conservation units." Currently there are 24 national forests
(126,000 square kllometers or 2.5 percent of the Legal Amazon) and eight
extractive Reserves (22,000 square Idlometers or 0.5 percent of the Legal
Amazon). The government should consider creating a new type of direct use
conservation unit, analogous to the extractive reserve. In such areas, called
"forest management areas", the government would grant private timber
companies or organized communities long-term timber extraction rights,
subject to some restrictions and government oversight. In this way, timber
extractors would have more freedom to determine how best to exploit the
area. That would help reduce government costs of managing reserves.
Oversight costs could be further reduced by requiring extractors to obtain
certification from one of the intemationally recognized green certification
programs. In any event, the government would continue to monitor these
private-sector extractors. Again, a study should be conducted to define
alternative management regimes tailored to specific objective and
circumstances.

9.12} Pricing of Extracted Logs. Logs from sustainably managed
areas cannot currently compete with the low price at which non-sustainably
harvested logs can be put on the market. The price paid to timbermen,
however, does not reflect either the negative externalities associated with
non-sustainable harvest nor the positive externalities associated with
sustainable harvests. In light of this market failure, the government should
consider introducing producer price differential (favoring logs extracted from
a sustainably managed area of national forest over logs taken from non-
managed areas) would give timber extractors an incentive to employ
sustainable management techniques. Currently, no such price differential
exists in Brazil. Schemes to introduce a price differential, such as a
severance tax, should be examined.

Amazon

9.13 Road Construction. In the Amazon, the external costs of
deforestation can be huge due to loss of biodiversity, release of CO2, and
hydrological and soil damage. Given the ecological importance of the
Amazon forests, many areas need to stay under public ownership to ensure
that decisions affecting the environment are internalized by decision-makers.
Regardless of the management regime in different areas, access to forests by
squatters, colonists and ranchers must be controlled closely. Any new roads
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lands. In fact, no new roads should be built in such areas, and the
govemment should give high priority to enforcement mechanisms that
minimize access to those areas. The Federal Government should also help
states and municiplos by providing matching grants for strengthening
environmental planning and enforcement of forestiy regulations.

9.14 Unalocated Land. Much land in the Amazon is still unalld
to either the public or private sector. An estimated 25 percent of the
Amazon's 5 million square kilometers is govemment-owned (either as federal
or state conservation units, indigenous areas, or military bases). Less precise
is the figure for private control: it is at least 2.3 million square kilometers
(46 percent) and may be 3 million square kilometers (60 percent). On these
figures, 14.5-28.5 percent of the Amazon is still unallocated although some
are occupied. Given the importance of the Amazon to Brazil (and to the
global community), high priority should be given to identifying the location,
soil quality and biological diversity of this unallocated land. Strategies to
maximize compatibility between conservation, regulated extraction, and
settlement need to be developed. An appropriate settlement policy that takes
into account the full environmental impact of forest conversion must be
developed for any land allocated to private development.

Indigenous Communities

9.15 Property Rights. Save for a few individuals, indigenous people
benefit little (or not a all) from legal or illegal exploitation of natural
resources. The government has recently spent millions of dollars rpeatedly
removing illegal miners from the Yanomami and other indigenous reserves
and trying to quell deadly outbreaks of malaria and other infectious diseases
brought by wildcat miners. IBAMA and the federal police are legally
responsible for protecting federal land, including indigenous reserves. In
practice they have generally left the National Indian Foundation (FUNAI) to
its own devices. Yet indigenous people are near-powerless to defend the
reserves. Brazil urgently needs to examine whether and how indigenous
people could be given rights to exploit natural resources in indigenous
reserves in a sensible and sustainable fashion. This would be difficult to
implement because neither the indigenous groups nor FUNAI have the ability
to manage resources in a market economy. In any event, such policies would
also need to be integrated into national conservation strategies to protect
biodiversity, watersheds, soils, and other environmental assets.

Conclusion

9.16 The above considerations should be viewed as initial guidelines
for further examination. In-depth assessments of these proposals to assess
the potential economic and environmental impacts and to provide operational
details, are required. The World Bank, in conjunction with the government,
will be undertaking such an assessment in the future.
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10. SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

10.1 For agriculture to be undertken in perpetuity, attention must be
given to the private incentives and public role in soil erosion, water
udlization, and agrochemical use. How well are these concerns being
addressed in Brazil?

A. Soil Erosion and Land Degradation

10.2 Soil erosion is now recognized as a symptom of defecdve land
management. The most common form in Brazil is aquatic erosion, wher
rain fails to penetrate the soil where it falls. Penetration can be improved by
management changes. Vegetative and mechanical barriers are necessary to
cope with storms which exceed the soil's capacity to accept water (even with
better management) but they are the last line of defense against erosion, not
the first.

10.3 There are many management changes which can reduce surface
sealing of soil or promote a more open soil structure. These include
protecting the surface from direct impact of raindrops by live or dead plant
material; stimulating biomass growth; applying chemicals such as liming; and
cultivating practices, such as deep ripping of soils in advance of the rains.
Frequently, these measures interact.

10.4 Such biomass-mediated approaches also offer the farmer early
returns because they enhance production. For the farmer, the changes (more
vigorous varieties, catch-cropping, direct drilling, additional ertilizers, and
reduced pest damage) are simply good husbandry. While governments may
still need to provide some incentive for construction of the vegetative or
mechanical barriers to soil erosion, much of the cost of such soil
conservation can be taken up by the farmers themselves. Put simply, it pays
to do it. Conservation, then, becomes essential for raising efficiency.
Without such soil conservation, the sustainability of much of Brazil's
agriculture will remain in doubt.

Current Problems

10.5 Soil loss and degradation are a particular hazard on land under
mechanized annual cropping. From the extreme south up into southern
Amazonia and the northern crrados of Bahia, management of much of the
land failed to maintain the organic content of natural forest or grassland
cleared by settlers.

10.6 In some areas, this led to widespread sheet erosion or guUying.
Unprecedented floods in Santa Catarina and Parani in the early 1980s
focused public attention on the consequence of unchecked runoff of rainfall in
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a deforested landscape. More widespread, but less spectacular, however, has
been a gradual decline in fertility.

10.7 Land degradadon, is not confined to annual cropping. Often,
planted pastures have degenerated and exposed base soils to the rain. And
possibly the most spectacular erosion comes with drinage fr-om roads or
built-over areas directed onto agricultural land instead of into soakage.

Current Solutions

10.8 Largely because of the potential for increased returns to the
cultivator, biomass-mediated soil conservation is increasing in the
commercia arable areas of southern Brazil. In the early 1970s, IAPAR and
some private individuals began work on direct drilling and other
improvements in arable land management. With ad hoc farmer experiments
and more formal research, some 2 million hectares are now under direct
drilling. Use of live or dead mulches, less pulverizing methods of land
preparation, deep ripping, investments in liming, and crop intensification
designed to protect the soil and maintain organic matter levels, are also being
adopted. The Bank's series of Land Management Projects in the southern
states is supporting this. Many of the technical solutions are location
specific; that is, techniques must be adapted to local conditions. This has
been done in the South and in the cerrado but more R & D needs to be done.

10.9 Rc.xnt systematic evaluation of the effects of new soil
management techniques show that they improve yield responses from current
fertilizer use and reduce ator sizes and hours of use. These economies,
plus yield gains, typically range from 5-25 percent, more than offsetting the
extra costs of incorporating cover crops into the farming system, using more
herbicides, or controlling some of the pests and diseases which also thrive in
the crop cover.

Current Needs

10.10 These management principles can also be applied to pasture or
perennial/forest crop land. The technique is privately profitable and only
requires that farmers be aware of it. However, if there is to be full
protection of the landscape, other approaches are needed for off-farm areas.

10.11 The need to protect whole landscapes was recognized by the
government in the early 1980s, when it launched its microbacias (micro-
catchments) approach to agricultural development. This recognizes that on-
farm interventions in conservation are limited if the land directly above or
below continues to be badly managed. There must be agreement by all the
resource users to apply conservation techniques to the catchment. The
microbacias approach has since been tested on a pilot scale by some southern
states and has evolved further with Bank support in the Land Management
Projects.
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10.12 The major advantage of the microbacias approach is that, through
soil conservadon committees of land users statng at microcatchment level
and stretching to the state level, it creates a framework for consensus-
fonning on future land management. The micro-catchment committee also
identifies improvements necessary (but not financially attractive) to the
individual land user - for example, planting of protection forestry, better
disposal of runoff from rural roads. It then gets them collectively approved
and financed. Under the Bank projects, soil conservation funds have been
created under which shared productive items (pesticide disposal points) have
been agreed in a similar way, and then partially financed by the government.

10.13 While the microbacias is not universally applicable, many of its
features are. Thus, it could be extended to other states, whose research and
extension could focus on adapting the technology. Finally, since much farm-
level change implies intensification it will require new investments and
greater expenditure on inputs. So, credit must be available.

Policy lImplications

10.14 Effective soil conservation does not depend on a policy of
government coercion or government funding. Much can be privately
profitable. Policy should take account of the need to keep it so and to ensure
ready access by the private sector to the cost-shared funds when
improvements in land management have a public good.

10.15 Policy should continue to promote the broad application of
improved land management practices on a whole-unit approach
(microcatchment or catchment). Safe disposal of run-off from non-
agcultural areas, particularly rural roads, should be incorporated and
financed publicly. Community participation in the whole-unit approach is
necessary for its success and should continue.

10.16 Govemment technical support services should adopt a generaly
facilitating role, both in improving technologies and in their interactions with
land users in helping them to make and implement catchment plans.
Govemment research and extension staff should closely cooperate with
individual farmer innovators and private input suppliers so as to take ful
advantage of their knowledge of individual areas and production systems, and
their inventiveness. Government technical services should also focus orn
private extension services and the agricultural supply industry, not just land
users.

B. Water Utilization

10.Q 1 Responsibility for Brazil's water resources is split among several
Govemment agencies; their policies and activities are not coordinated. In
1978. a speial committee was formed by the Ministers of Interior and of
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Mines and Energy to coordinate the work of all these agencies. It was
effective initially but, as more water disputes occurred, a more
institutionalized solution was required. In 1983, a study was commissioned
by the National Department for Water and Electrical Energy (DNAEE) to
define the organizational and institutional procedures for the integrated
planning and utilization of water resources. It recommended setting up a
National Water Council, with representatives of all concemned ministries and
executive agencies. No action was taken until 1988.

10.18 The new Brazilian Constitution of 1988 calls for a National
Water Resoure Management System (NWRMS), comprising national and
regional management boards. The joint Bank/Government "Irrigation
Subsector Review" of September 1990 addressed this matter by calling for
the establishment of a "National Water Council" and a Technical Office
which would later become the technical and executive arm of the Council.
Nothing has happened. A parallel Presidential initiative has also been
mothballed.

10.19 Meanwhile, the Secretariat for Irrigation (SIR) of the Ministry of
Regional Integration, with support from the Bank, is still trying to establish a
national cadaster of existing irrigation water rights. This is important to any
NWRMS and the development of a water marketing system, which will help
in the efficient and effective management and allocation of scarce water
resources. Recently, SIR has shown renewed interest in assistance from the
Bank to establish a technical office to prepare the technical and legal basis
for regulation and adjudication of water use in Brazil. For now, though, the
absence of a national system means that water is allocated in an
administrative fashion and its value in alterative uses cannot be reflected
through a market mechanism.

C. Agrochemicals

10.20 In Brazil, there is plenty of scope for improving crop protection
as crop losses are considerable (roughly estimated at 25 percent). These
losses could be reduced greatly by use of pesticides and integrated pest
management (IPM). But it must be done safely and effectively. Application
rates (and timing) must be correct. Lags between application and harvest
must be observed, proper selection of pesticides to make maximum use of
biological controls must be utilized, and correct disposal of empty containers
and of equipment washings should be observed. Protective clothing, of
course, should be worn.

10.21 Brazil's pesticide market is more than US$1 billion a year (at the
first distributor level), making it the world's fifth biggest. Brazil still allows
registration of several pesticides (such as DDT and chlordane), which are no
longer registered in OECD countries because they pose unacceptable health
or environmental risks.
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10.22 There are four problems with pesticide use in Brai.

(a) MNsuse and Mishandling of Pesticides. Rate cutting (that is,
lower doses than those recommended) is common, especially
among the poorer, small-scale farmers. Using too much is not

much of a problem. Pesticides are, however, often applied at the
wrong time or too often, and farmers do not always use the best
products for the job. Restricted pesticides are often used on
crops for which they are not meant. There is a serious problem,
too, of mishandling pesticides and failure to wear protective
clothing. Look at a recent study of cocoa workers in the state of
Bahia:

* Some 72 percent did not use gloves, 98 percent did not use
aprons, most wore short-sleeved shirts, over 30 percent did not
wear hats, 85 percent did not use masks. Goggles were never
used.

* Around 43 percent smoked during the application or use of
pesticides.

* Nearly 87 percent ate their meals at the workplace, including
fruits from land being treated.

* Workers normally returned immediately to work on the crop

after application of pesticides.

* 60 percent of the workers were illiterate.

(b) Pesticide Poisonings. With 26 Poison Control Centers in Brazil,
many pesticide poisonings are documented. But it is difficult to
draw firm conclusions as data is incomplete and do not
distinguish between serious and insignificant incidents. Parana is
a big agricultural state and one with much concern over the
health and environmental impacts of pesticides. There, serious
poisoning incidents still run at hundreds a year, and deaths at
several dozen. Livestock are also poisoned (sometimes fatally)
by pesticide misuse or abuse. More importantly, it is common
for children to be employed as equipment operators in the
Northeast. Children are less likely to wear protective equipment
(headgear, masks and filters are not made in child sizes). They

are also less aware of the long-term dangers of exposure and are
much more susceptible to pesticide poisoning.

(c) Envirownental Hazards. Aerial application of pesticides is
common, controls minimal. There are no attempts to avoid
watercourses or to minimize drift. Contamination also comes
from washing out tanks and equipment and allowing the effluents
to drain into watercourses. Some farmers actually wash
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equipment in rivers. Again, a safety campaign with prosecution
of flagrant violations is appropriate.

(d) Residues in Harvested Crops. The scale of this (and its effet
on public health) are not well documented. Various studies
suggest that pesticide residues in produce regularly exceed
acceptable levels. It is important that federal and state authorities
rigotously enforce the law, impounding produce and imposing
penalties. Also needed is a powerful campaign of famer
education in the safe and effective use of pesticides.

10.23 More Goverment support is needed for farmer education and
training programs. These are seriously underfunded and the tendency is for
the industry (usually individual companies) to provide funds. Properly
funded and run, these programs will eventually reduce many of the problems
of pesticide use. At the same time, such programs must move towards a
more integrated approach to pest management, in which pesticides play their
proper role.
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RURAL CREDIT

IMPROVEMENT LrIrE CHAGE WORSENE

47. Real interest mtes on mural credit are positive. 49. Agreement has been reached in principle On St. The concentration of the beneficiaries of the
48. Program costs have declined. re subsidized credit for agriculture but credit ptograms has increased.

no strategy nor political commitmxent has
developed. 52. FINAME is now available to agricultural

sector thereby making agriculture more capital
50. PINOR credit is not targeted to the poor in intensive and furtbh biasing agriculture

the NE region, against labor,

EMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY REDUCTION
IMPROVEMEN lulTLE CHANGE WORSENED

53. Social security benefits bave been extended to 57. Land and labor laws, credit subsidies, and 65. Agricultural wages have fallen substantially.
ural workers. regulations still reduce employment and self-

eployment mortunities n agriculture and
54. There has been a decentralization of health total factor p ucttvity.

programs from fedoe to state and
mnunicipalities. 58. Pesticide poisoning uses have not declined,

monitoring and enforcement remain almost
SS. 7he gXovemmt hats demonstrated flexibnlity on-existent

regarding the participation of NGOs and the o
pnvate sector u the delivery of healih services. 59. The existence of parallel state and municipal

primary education systems undennines miral
56. Allocation of land to indigenous groups has educatZon and resource allocation to rural

improved. schools.

60. Per pupil expenditures in rural schools of
poor municipalities remains especially
inadequate.

61. There is no specific strategy for the
improvement of rural education at any level
of govemment.

62. There is a lack of cladty i the criteria for
receiving bealth funds fioom PNS which has
lead to a politicization of resource allocation.

63. - sier nutrition pmgrams for
=poorandgh nsk groups

- (pregt~~~~a7 and lactatiog wAmos and children
under 3).

64. State and mwuicipad water companies remain
oriented toward {he urban areas while rural
communities remain incapable of maintaining
adequae drinkin water service under
cunrent rules, institutions, and cost
shaing and recovey aangements.
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